Molecular interactions in adherens-type contacts.
Adherens junctions are members of a molecularly and structurally heterogeneous family of cell contacts sharing a common association with the microfilament system. Various topics related to the biogenesis of these cellular contacts and the molecular interactions involved in their formation are discussed. The role of vinculin, a cytoplasmic 'plaque' component present in all adherens junctions tested to date and its possible interactions with the other junctional domains have been investigated by both biochemical analyses and studies of molecular dynamics in microinjected living cells. The importance of A-CAM, which apparently functions as a 'junctional receptor' is emphasized and its roles in junction formation in cell cultures and in developing embryos are discussed. In addition, its relationship to other Ca2+-dependent cell adhesion molecules (in particular L-CAM) is considered. The evidence indicating that the level of expression of vinculin-specific mRNA is affected by culture conditions and may be markedly modulated by changes in the adhesiveness of the substratum on which the cells grow is reviewed.